InfoBoard
The visual messaging & critical alert system

“In life-threatening situations, around 75% of people are so bewildered by the situation that they are unable to think clearly or plot their escape.”*


This is why we developed Notify InfoBoards, the ultimate visual messaging system. InfoBoards show custom messages, critical alerts, and synchronized time. Combined with a OneVue Sync Transmitter, InfoBoards allow administrators to alert staff and students in seconds, rather than minutes.

InfoBoards are bright, networked, low-power displays which can show messages, time/date, and critical notifications.

- Connect to Notify Bell Scheduling to give students both visual and audible time cues
- Can display critical notifications in seconds: LOCKDOWN, WEATHER, EVACUATE, LOCKOUT, ALL CLEAR
- Show messages customized to different locations throughout a building or campus**
- Highly visible displays ideal for noisy environments
- OneVue Monitor cloud-based software: streamline setup, maintenance, and general messaging
- Centralized administration of bells, messages, critical notifications, and time
Five button panel to trigger critical notification events by an end-user

Connected to OneVue Sync Transmitter contact closure panel

RJ50 cable connection. Max. length 1000 ft. (304.8 m)

Fits into standard 4x4 junction box (not supplied)

**Limited features with non-subscription solution.
All specifications are subject to change without notice.

To Learn More:
Call - 855-602-2934
Email - info@primexinc.com
primexinc.com